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SHORE EXCURSIONS 

CURACAO 
 
CORAL REEF SEMI SUBMARINE ADVENTURE 

$59.99 / Adult 
$49.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  11:00 AM 
Duration: 1 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 

DETAILS: 
SeaWorld Explorer: Board this state-of-the-art semi submarine. Descend into the hull 
and sit in air-conditioned comfort, 5 ft. below the surface of the water. Enjoy the 
narrated tour of the coral reefs, viewing dozens of tropical fish and delicate colonies of 
coral through your large, clear glass windows. Watch as a diver hand feeds the hungry 
fish right in front of you. 
What’s Included: 
• Transfer by taxi to board the semi-submarine. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements and Restrictions: For safety reasons, guests with walking difficulties 
may not participate on this excursion. Guests need to take a few steps from pier to 
SeaWorld Explorer. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes. 
 
WILLEMSTAD TROLLEY TRAIN TOUR 

$44.99 / Person 
Departure Time:  8:30 AM, 9:45 AM 
Duration: 1 ¾ Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Fort Amsterdam: Your certified guide will you show you the highlights of Willemstad, 
starting with this fort, built in 1635 to guard the entrance to the harbor from enemy 
ships. The fort is one of many structures that lend a sense of history and atmosphere to 
the city, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and currently serves as the seat of 
government. 
Scharloo: Drive through this former residential neighborhood lined with picturesque 
homes built in the 1800s. A highlight of your Scharloo overview is a stop at the recently 
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renovated Bolo di Bruid, known as the Wedding Cake House, the city’s most 
photographed building. 
Pietermaai Cathedral: The second former synagogue of Curacao is a beautiful and 
well-maintained monument which serves as a perfect backdrop for pictures. 
Queen Emma Bridge & Queen Juliana Bridge: Two of the three bridges in Curacao 
all bear the name of former Queens of the Netherlands. The Queen Emma Bridge, 
better known as the pontoon bridge, is also called “The Swinging Old Lady.” The Queen 
Juliana Bridge is almost 200 ft. high above sea level and 1,663 ft. long. During your 
trolley ride, you will get a wonderful view on both bridges. 
Waterfort Arches: Drive past the Waterfort Arches while your guide tells you about the 
history. See the Waterfort, one of two forts originally built in 1635, the year after the 
Dutch West India Company claimed Curacao. 
Independent Sightseeing: It is possible to stay in town and walk back to your ship 
later. If you choose to stay, the distance to walk back to the ship is approximately 1.18-
miles, so please allow ample time. Taxi’s may be available but cannot be guaranteed. 
 
NOTES: 
Accessibility: Tour is ambulatory accessible; you must be able to take a few steps 
(up/down) and walk short distances. Collapsible wheelchair can be stored. 
 
DOUBLE THE FUN IN CURACAO 

$79.99 / Adult 
$69.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:30 AM 
Duration: 7 Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Old Labor House: Visit this small museum, built about 130 years ago with typical 
household artifacts from the past, illustrating Afro-Curacaoan culture. 
Shete Boka National Park: Visit one of the national parks on the island. Described as 
a "breathtaking natural wonder," Shete Boka National Park sprawls across more than 
six miles of Curacao's North Coast, home to 10 pocket bays where various species of 
sea turtles are known to lay eggs. Hot spots within the park include Boka Tabla, which 
sees massive waves crashing into an underground cavern. 
Playa Forti, West Point: Take a small break for a photo stop from the bus, where you 
can enjoy the beautiful view of the Caribbean Sea at Playa Forti. 
Knip Beach: Make a short stop at the most beautiful, rural and undeveloped tropical 
beach on the island, with its unforgettable azure blue sea and white beach. 
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Salt Flats of Jan Kok: Curacao is a protected habitat for flamingos. You will have a 5-
minute photo stop from the bus to observe the brightly colored flamingos, wading in 
their natural habitat. 
Curacao Museum: Housed in a former military hospital built in 1853, this museum is a 
collection of cultural artifacts and artworks from nearly 400 years of island history. Stop 
for a guided tour and discover the impressive collection of contemporary sculptures in 
the garden. 
Chobolobo Liqueur Factory: Your guide will teach you about the distillation process, 
then enjoy a free liqueur tasting and get some free time to walk around and buy a bottle 
if you wish. 
Scharloo: Drive through the main street of this district, see its historical buildings, most 
of them protected monuments, while learning about the Jewish heritage of the island. 
The Wedding Cake House being one of the must-sees. 
What’s Included: 
• Entrance fee to Old Labor House. 
• Entrance fee to Shete Boka National Park. 
• Entrance fee to Curacao Museum. 
• Liqueur tasting at Chobolobo. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: For safety reasons, guests with walking difficulties may 
not participate on this excursion. Minimum age for liqueur tasting is 18 years and valid 
ID must be presented for verification. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes. Valid ID for drinking age verification. 
Good to Know: Wildlife sightings are not guaranteed. 
 
BEST OF THE WEST 

$49.99 / Adult 
$39.99 / Child 
Departure Time: 8:45AM, 9:45AM 
Duration: 3 ½ Hours 
Activity Level: Easy 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Old Labor House: Enjoy a tour, with your certified guide, of Kas di Pal'I Maishi, a 
traditional adobe house, built about 130 years ago, illustrating the way the Afro-
Curacaoan rural population lived until about 1950. Visit the small museum with typical 
household artifacts from the past. 
Shete Boka National Park: Visit one of the national parks on the island. Described as 
a "breathtaking natural wonder,” Shete Boka National Park sprawls across more than 
six miles of Curacao's North Coast, home to 10 pocket bays where various species of 
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sea turtles are known to lay eggs. Hot spots within the park include Boka Tabla, which 
sees massive waves crashing into an underground cavern. 
Playa Forti, West Point: Take a short break for a photo stop from the bus, where you 
can enjoy the beautiful view of the Caribbean Sea at Playa Forti. 
Knip Beach: Make a short stop at the most beautiful, rural, and undeveloped tropical 
beach on the island, with its unforgettable azure blue sea and white beach. 
Salt Flats of Jan Kok: Curacao is a protected habitat for flamingos. Most days you will 
find a couple dozen wading through the salt flats of Jan Kok. You will have a brief photo 
stop from the bus to observe the brightly colored birds in their natural habitat. 
What’s Included: 
• Entrance fee to Old Labor House. 
• Entrance fee to Shete Boka National Park. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements & Restrictions: For safety reasons, guests with walking difficulties may 
not participate on this excursion. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes. 
Good to Know: Wildlife sightings are not guaranteed. 
 
MUST SEE OF CURACAO & SHOPPING 

$55.99 / Adult 
$45.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:45 AM, 9:45 AM 
Duration: 3 Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Curacao Museum: Enjoy a guided tour through the museum and discover the 
impressive collection of contemporary cultural artifacts and artwork from nearly 400 
years of island history. 
Chobolobo Liqueur Factory: Landhuis Chobolobo is an iconic 19th century country 
mansion and one of Curacao's most renown tourist attractions. A guide will take you 
through the history of Curacao and the distillation process of the world-famous Blue 
Curacao Liqueur. Afterwards, try a sample of this famous liqueur and get some time to 
walk around, and buy a bottle if you wish. 
Synagogue: Pass by the historical Mikve Israel-Emanuel Synagogue, the oldest 
synagogue in continuous use in the Western Hemisphere and take the best selfie at the 
famous Dushi Curacao sign. 
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Scharloo: Drive through the main street of this district, see its historical buildings, most 
of which are protected monuments, and learn about the Jewish heritage of the island. 
The Wedding Cake House is one of the must-sees. 
Fort Nassau: Enjoy a 360° panoramic view of Curacao from this fort perched on the 
Sablica Hill. The fort tower houses the Vessel Traffic Control Center that ensures safe 
port operations and harbor traffic, while the fort itself is the location of one of Curacao’s 
best restaurants with magnificent views. 
Souvenir Shopping: Take a guided walk with shopping opportunities at the Caribbean 
handcraft store and the famous Round Market. 
Riffort Village: On the way back, stop at the Riffort Village, where you can get off the 
bus if you wish. Riffort is one of eight forts on the island and is part of Willemstad's city-
harbor UNESCO World Heritage site. Now, it is the Otrobanda district's main tourist and 
shopping center. Enjoy some free time for shopping and walk back to the ship. 
What’s Included: 
• Entrance fee to Curacao Museum. 
• Liqueur tasting at Chobolobo. 
 
NOTES: 
Accessibility: Tour is ambulatory accessible; you must be able to take a few steps 
(up/down) and walk short distances. Collapsible wheelchair or scooter can be stored, if 
advance notice is given; see the Shore Excursions desk on board. 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age for liqueur tasting is 18 years and valid ID 
must be presented for verification. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes. Valid ID for drinking age verification. 
Good to Know: There are a lot of steps to climb to the fort. If you choose to get off the 
bus at Riffort Village to shop, you will need to walk back to the ship. The distance from 
Riffort Village to the ship is an approximate 0.4-mile walk, so please allow ample time. 
 
BUBBLE TOUR: OSTRICH FARM, ART FACTORY, SIGHTSEEING 

$59.99 / Adult 
$54.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  9:00 AM, 10:00 AM 
Duration: 3 Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Ostrich Farm Safari: Visit the biggest ostrich farm outside of Africa. Step into a safari 
truck and take a tour with your certified guide of the entire farm. You will get the 
opportunity to hand feed the ostriches, learn about the life cycle of these magnificent 
birds and visit the gift shop. 
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Chichi Art Factory: Browse through the famous Chichi Art Factory, founded by Serena 
Israel, the German-born sculptor who came to Curacao in 2008, who created the now-
iconic Curacao Chichi doll. The Chichi doll, representing the older sister in a family, is 
fashioned as a vibrant, strong, and proud Caribbean woman. Guests will tour the 
factory, see how the amazing sculptures are made and shop for handmade Chichi dolls, 
a delightful souvenir and original piece of art. 
Scharloo: Drive through the main street of this district, see its historical buildings, most 
of which are protected monuments, and learn about the Jewish heritage of the island. 
The Wedding Cake House is one of the must-sees. 
What’s Included: 
• Entrance fee to Ostrich Farm. 
 
NOTES: 
Accessibility: Tour is ambulatory accessible. Guests can take a collapsible wheelchair. 
Scooters can be accommodated upon request; please inquire with the Shore Excursion 
desk on board. 
Requirements & Restrictions: Guests on the bubble tour must remain in the 
designated tour areas and may not explore the island on their own or leave the tour 
areas without an escort. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes and cash or credit/debit card for purchases. 
Good to Know: Guests will spend approximately 1 hour at Ostrich Farm and 30 
minutes at the art factory. 
 
HATO CAVES & WILLEMSTAD CITY TOUR 

$54.99 / Adult 
$49.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:30 AM, 11:15 AM 
Duration: 2 ¼ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 

DETAILS: 
Hato Caves: The largest and most prominent caves on the island are more than 
200,000 years old. Your certified guide will lead you through the caves where you will 
get to see beautiful limestone formations, the famous Madonna statue, and a colony of 
long-nosed fruit bats. The caves have multiple chambers where you will discover its 
various natural wonders, including impressive stalagmites, stalactites, and a water pool. 
Willemstad: Drive to and through the city center area, where you will get to know about 
the areas of Pietermaai, home of many restored monuments, and Scharloo, where you 
can see the old merchant estates, two wonderful parts of the downtown area which are 
on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 
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City Drop-Off Opportunity: Recharge during the ride back to Willemstad or get 
dropped off at city center where you can souvenir shop and take beautiful photos of 
Curacao’s colorful capital. The walk back to the ship takes about 10 minutes. 
What’s Included: 
• Entrance fee to Hato Caves. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements and Restrictions: In order to reach the entrance of Hato Caves, you’ll 
need to climb 49 steps, up and down. 
What to Bring: Walking shoes. 
Good to Know: Photography is limited to one area inside the caves. Guests may 
experience changes in temperature inside the caves. 
 
DISCOVER CURACAO ISLAND TOUR 

$69.99 / Adult 
$64.99 / Child 
Departure Time:  8:30 AM, 9:15 AM 
Duration: 3 ¾ Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 

 
DETAILS: 
Fort Nassau: Enjoy a 360° panoramic view of Curacao from this fort perched on the 
Sablica Hill. The fort tower houses the Vessel Traffic Control Center that ensures safe 
port operations and harbor traffic, while the fort itself is the location of one of Curacao’s 
best restaurants with magnificent views. 
Curacao Museum: Your certified tour guide will take you through the museum, a 
former military hospital built in 1853, and help you discover the impressive collection of 
contemporary sculpture in the garden and cultural artifacts from nearly 400 years of 
island history. 
Hato Caves: Being more than 200,000 years old, the Hato Caves are the largest and 
most prominent caves on the island. Tour through the caves and see the famous 
Madonna statue, a colony of long-nosed fruit bats, impressive stalagmites, stalactites 
and a water pool. 
Chobolobo Liqueur Factory: Landhuis Chobolobo is an iconic 19th century country 
mansion and one of Curacao's most renown tourist attractions. After your guide 
educates you on the distillation process, enjoy a free liqueur tasting and free time to 
walk around, and buy a bottle if you wish. 
Willemstad: On the way back to the ship, take a scenic drive through Scharloo, with its 
historical buildings, most of which are protected monuments. Learn from your guide 
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about the Jewish heritage on the island and later take in the breathtaking views crossing 
the Queen Juliana Bridge. 
What’s Included: 
• Liqueur tasting at Chobolobo. 
• Entrance fee to Hato Caves. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements and Restrictions: Minimum age to drink is 18 years and must present a 
valid ID. This excursion requires a fair amount of walking and climbing stairs. In order to 
reach the entrance of Hato Caves, you’ll need to climb 49 steps, up and down. For 
safety reasons, guests with walking difficulties may not participate in this excursion. 
What to Bring: Comfortable walking shoes. If drinking, must present your valid ID for 
verification. 
Good to Know: Photography is limited to one area inside the caves. Guests may 
experience changes in temperature inside the caves. 
 
DOLPHIN ENCOUNTER 

$159.99 / Person 
Departure Time:  10:30 AM 
Duration: 3 Hours 
Activity Level: Moderate 
 
 

 
DETAILS: 
Dolphin Encounter: Take part in an exciting Dolphin Encounter at the Curacao Dolphin 
Academy. These charming, intelligent creatures are waiting to play with you and dazzle 
you with their skills. Step into the water and onto a platform where you will stand in 
waist deep water and get to touch and interact with the dolphins while learning about 
their behaviors. This incredible interactive experience will be captured on photo for your 
purchase so you can remember your adventure for a lifetime. 
Sea Aquarium: After your encounter, you will have free time to explore the Sea 
Aquarium and see many species of marine life. You will have an opportunity to feed 
lobsters, sharks, and flamingos. You can also enjoy the Sea Lion or Dolphin Training 
demonstration. 
What’s Included: 
• Admission to Curacao Sea Aquarium. 
 
NOTES: 
Requirements and Restrictions: There is no age limit for participation, but guests 
under the age of 8 must be accompanied in the water by a participating adult. 
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What to Bring: Beach towel, change of clothes, cash, or credit/debit card for 
purchases. 
Good to Know: Guests with special needs should check with the Shore Excursion 
team for possible accommodations. Groups are limited to 6 participants. Program lasts 
approximately 20 minutes. Participants must be able to descend 6 steps into the water 
(platform). Observer rate is available, check the shore excursion desk for details. 
Cameras are not permitted in the water; however, professional photographers will 
capture your special encounter and photos will be available for purchase after your 
program. 
Requirements & Restrictions: Minimum age to drive the vehicle – 18 years. Driver 
must present a valid driver’s license. For safety reasons, pregnant women, and guests 
with hip, back or neck injuries, high blood pressure or heart conditions may not 
participate on this excursion. Appropriate attire must be worn, including long trousers or 
jeans and flat closed-toe shoes. Participants must listen to a safety briefing and perform 
simple maneuvers to demonstrate competence. 
What to Bring: Sunscreen, sunglasses and a backpack-style bag are recommended. 
Good to Know: Two guests per vehicle, single riders will be paired up. The sequence 
of stops may vary by tour. There are 6-passenger vehicles available upon request; 
please check at the Shore Excursion desk on board. 
 


